The Bienal’21 Fotografia do Porto is a photography exhibition held in Porto, Portugal from 14 May - 27 Jun 2021, showcasing the works of 15 curators and 46 artists in 19 exhibitions.

What Happens to the World Happens to Us / O que Acontece com o Mundo Acontece Conosco, proposes participating curators and artists to reflect on and interrogate what constitutes interdependence between natural and human systems; considered within a complex global matrix of cultural, social and political relationships that have determined this point of ecological fragility.

Bienal’21 Fotografia do Porto recognizes the profound social and ecological challenges the world is currently facing.

The Bienal mission is to contribute to the production and dissemination of artistic perspectives, actions and interventions, which promote an ethical cultural change that we believe to be as desirable as is inevitable.

- To find out more, visit [https://www.bienalfotografiaporto.pt/en/](https://www.bienalfotografiaporto.pt/en/)
- An online exhibition is also available at [https://www.bienalfotografiaporto.pt/en/online-exhibitions/](https://www.bienalfotografiaporto.pt/en/online-exhibitions/)